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BIBLE 
 
Logline: “The Factory” is a period comedy about a group of rival artists desperately competing 
for the attention of their guru, Andy Warhol, in his infamous NYC studio. 
 
Tone: Nathan Barley, Absolutely Fabulous 
 
Synopsis: Based on Andy Warhol’s cult of personality and the disciples that surrounded him, 
The Factory pokes fun at proto hipsters in their natural environment. In this show, Warhol 
himself is never fully seen, but is a looming entity instigating everyone around him. The show 
revolves around the characters who seek to stay in Warhol’s good graces or, failing that, do a 
bunch of drugs and party. 
 
Background: I, myself, am no expert on visual art, but I do know a lot about cliquey, artsy 
communities and the ease with which people fall into them. As someone who has studied 
improv for over a decade, I know exactly what it's like to give up any hope of a lucrative career 
or “normal” friends and devote yourself to a “movement.” At first it feels like you've found your 
tribe then, overnight, the secret’s out, it catches fire. Before long, you go from valued human 
being, part of a community, to burning cadaver in progress. And you can't figure out why 
everyone’s suddenly running away from you. Maybe it's because you start comparing yourself to 
a flaming corpse. Or MAYBE…I don't know. The truth is everyone is susceptible to being 
replaced, or fears it. So, no matter how talented, untalented, lazy, productive, conniving or 
upstanding you might be, it comes down to politics. And that’s what this show is ultimately 
about. Five people navigating the politics of a community that is supposedly egalitarian. 
 
In the 1960’s, Andy Warhol opened up what he referred to as “an office” but what was fated to 
become “The Factory,” an assembly line for pop art and debauchery. It was a magnet for the 
young, the eccentric, the clingy. Everyone wanted fame, or to be near fame, and Warhol was 
mass producing it. He famously created “superstars,” who were his muses, students and 
entourage. He painted them, filmed them, partied with them. But competition was fierce. With so 
many people to choose from, there would, naturally, be some rejects. This story is about those 
rejects. 
 
“Alice” is our way into the show but “The Factory” is meant to be ensemble-driven. Each 
character wants to please Andy, whose tastes keep evolving, so they never know exactly what 
to do. When they think they're in trouble, Andy might approve. When they think they've created 
something good, he might think it's passé.  
 
The characters that succeed in pleasing Andy artistically might also be social wrecks. The ones 
who struggle with their work might make up for it with emotional intelligence. But nobody is ever 
safe or in the dog house for more than a day. 
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CHARACTERS 
 
Barbara “Alice” Glass 
Barabara, or “Alice” as she’s known at The Factory, has fallen down a rabbit hole. She became 
disillusioned with the conventional world when her professors tried to push her into domesticity 
instead of the academic work she wanted to pursue. Finding Andy and The Factory community 
was like finding a magical playground and her true self all at once. There, she didn’t have to 
conform to society, she could be a free agent, and she could be “a creative.” At least that was 
the sales pitch. Unfortunately for Alice, she’s found out too late that no matter how edgy or “out 
there” a movement claims to be, double standards exist regardless. She’s already reached a 
reluctant state of obsoletism at 23 and has been deemed “past her artistic prime” by her peers. 
However, having given up her former life, alienated her family, and lost contact with her former 
friends, failure at art is not an option. Trapped between a rock and a hard place, Alice thinks her 
only hope is to double down. The harder she works, the more antisocial she risks becoming. But 
if she wants social and creative approval, she has to produce. Alice naturally wants validation 
from Andy so that other people in the community will respect her work, but that leads to 
stagnation, second-guessing and negativity. What she needs is to focus on her work, stop 
questioning her instincts and stop comparing herself to others. 
 
“Ken” Sydney “The Elevator” Rutherford 
Ken gets away with everything, even squatting in The Factory elevator. He “lives off the land” 
i.e. borrows people’s money and does not return it. He can work a room, hold people’s attention 
with his nonchalance, convincing everyone, except the few who’ve “been there, done that,” that 
he's a bonafide genius. Sometimes even Alice has to admit that Ken is pretty talented. But 
Ken’s unjustified elitism and flakiness muddle his artistic credibility, at least for her. Aside from 
being a natural at art, Ken seems to be effortlessly good in all mediums. He's a jack of all trades 
and a valuable commodity, but will never reach his full potential and gets in his own way more 
than anybody else ever will. He wants to avoid any hard work or responsibility. What he really 
needs to do is to stop burning bridges. 
 
Yelena “Disco” Travinski 
Disco is a fashion-designer-slash-fairy-woman. An impossibly brilliant and enigmatic human 
being wise beyond her 25 years. Everything just rolls off her back. And, as far as her art is 
concerned, Disco is highly organized and productive. She’s a factory onto herself, and everyone 
respects that. She might sometimes feel disappointment, and other human emotions, but never 
shows it. For instance, she recently got dumped for her best friend and it doesn’t seem to phase 
her. When Alice anticipates the world crumbling all around her, Disco helps her pull it back 
together. It's obvious Disco wants Andy’s approval, because she's part of the community, but 
she doesn't lap it up as readily as everyone else. Out of all the people who surround Andy, she’s 
the only one who might call him out without fear of repercussion. She wants everyone to chill 
out and create. What she needs is to realize she’s better than the scene and open her own 
studio, one filled with pros just like her not dilettantes and hanger-ons 
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“Arthur” “Universal” Link 
Arthur is in over his head. At 34, he’s hanging out with teenagers and trying to act hip. Arthur’s 
obsessed with appearance and looking good, which means he’s the only one in the community 
that exercises on top of eating well and practicing good hygiene. He’s been fired from this last 
three gigs due to incompetence and/or speed hangovers, and is in the middle of a messy 
divorce. In case it’s not obvious, it’s hard to act young when you’re balding, in the middle of a 
divorce, broke and starting to worry about high blood pressure. Still, like Alice, Arthur doesn’t 
see any way out and wants to double down. Except, unlike his friends, Arthur might actually be 
talentless. When push comes to shove, Arthur will push anyone in front of a bus if he thinks it 
will help him get ahead, even a little. That behavior comes less from being a bad person, which 
he isn’t, and more from desperation. But you do that enough times and people stop trusting you. 
Arthur wants to be a big hit at all costs, but what he needs is to treat his friends better so they 
can help him when times get rough. Or, perhaps, he just needs to find his bliss elsewhere. 
 
Celia “Starburst” Marx 
Starburst is your typical spoiled rich girl with daddy issues, but she’s exceptionally talented. It’s 
just a shame she uses her talents to manipulate wealthy men into paying her rent. She could be 
President or an Olympian but, instead, spends her time driving people bonkers. At only 20, she 
has broken the hearts and bank accounts of some very important society dudes. But, bored, she 
decided to take on a new hobby, being one of Andy’s “superstars.” Her real self emerges when 
she’s inebriated, but Alice sees through Starburst even when sober. Which is why Starburst 
likes to mess with Alice and prey on her biggest insecurities. She’s intimidated only by Disco 
and steers clear when she’s around. Starburst wants to control everyone around her and prove 
to “daddy” that she’s not a disappointment. But what she needs is to realize she can do anything 
she sets her mind to, without plowing through others. 
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 PLOTLINES 
 
“Some People Work Very Hard” 
Ken spray-paints the word "Fuck" on a tablecloth and everyone goes apeshit. 
 
“Wasted Years, So Close” 
Alice accidentally hits on something with her "Tiny Body" sculpture but isn't sure why people like 
it more than her other stuff. Arthur tries to cling to Alice so he can ride the wave of success with 
her, before ripping off the idea and making his own "Tiny Face" sculpture. 
 
“If You Close The Door, The Night Could Last Forever” 
Alice finds out that Ken is living in the elevator again and tries to confront him. 
Ken claims he’s never even been in an elevator and tries to prove it. 
 
“What Costumes Shall The Poor Girl Wear” 
Fed up with Disco's unflappable cool, Starburst steals all of her party clothes before a big 
“happening.” Unfazed, Disco puts together random outfits out of children's clothes and garbage. 
Everyone digs this, which makes Starburst angrier. 
 
“Anything That You Might Do” 
Trying to find inspiration, Arthur begins studying Andy's favorite "superstars" and emulating their 
signature style, with no success. He then impersonates a celebrity, and gets swept up into a big 
shindig. 
 
“I’ll Be Your Mirror” 
Disco locks herself in a glass box so she can finish up a project in peace, inadvertently 
attracting spectators and becoming art herself. 
 
“I’ve Been Set Free” 
Alice starts wearing a ridiculous mask as a joke but it gets Andy's attention. He now always 
wants “The Masked Girl” around. The problem is it's very uncomfortable and nobody knows 
who’s inside. 
 
“Life’s Lonely Highways” 
Alice gets upset when one of her old friends, who's now in Andy's inner circle, won't collaborate 
with Alice on her “innovative Etch-a-Sketch” project, or acknowledge her existence. 
 
“Certainly Not The Average Girl” 
A detective shows up to investigate the disappearance of a young girl whose parents want her 
home. Everyone starts reminiscing about their past lives and families. Alice runs into her 
childhood friend and compares lives. 
 
“I Hate The Quiet Places” 
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The gang finds out that Andy is a hoarder, after it's revealed he has over 40 wigs, and all decide 
they need a signature eccentricity. 
 
“Run, Run, Run, Run, Run” 
A detective investigates The Factory looking for “Ken Sidney Rutherford,” whose family wants 
him to pay alimony. Ken is nowhere to be found, although a “Charles Aubrey Middleton” 
suddenly appears. 
 
“Here We Go Again” 
Andy decides to create a new “Velvet Underground” and randomly points to Alice, Ken, Disco, 
Starburst and Arthur. Now they have to find “their sound” or risk disappointing their guru. 
 
“When Midnight Comes Around” 
Ken decides to "borrow" one of Andy's many wigs to buy some speed. 
 
“Better Off Than Dead” 
Arthur tries to get Ken to take a bath for the first time in months but Ken keeps giving him the 
run around. 
 
“It Tickle Me Down To My Toes” 
Everyone is self-conscious about their feet when they discover Andy has a foot fetish. 
 
“Different Colors Made of Tears” 
Disco gets super into crystals, and stops listening to everyone and anything that isn't a rock. 
 
“See Them Run Now” 
Nobody wants to participate in an orgy after an old rich guy, one of Starburst's boyfriends, 
shows up with his country club buddies. 
 
“I Can Do Anything” 
Ken makes a 3D "painting" i.e. a sculpture that everyone, except Alice, thinks is brilliant. 
 
“I Am Tired, I Am Weary” 
After one of Andy's "superstars" and resident speed dealer, Bell Jar, dies, the gang finds 
different ways to cope with the death, as well as the dearth of speed. 
 
“One Minute Up, One Minute Down” 
The gang gets screen-tested for Andy's newest film, "Eating The Lunch" and all clamor to 
impress. 
 
“I Met Myself In A Dream” 
Ken has a great acid trip where he tries French Fries for the first time and thinks he's discovered 
a great snack that nobody’s ever heard of. 
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“I Could Sleep For A Thousand Years” 
Arthur finds out Andy filmed him sleeping for a film. Instead of being creeped out, Arthur tries to 
milk his newfound fame and starts booking live performances of himself sleeping around town. 
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 WORLD THEMES 
 

Andy Warhol is never fully seen or is always partially obscured so as to block his face. 
 
Orgies are always sort of happening in the background, often times very silly so they can 
juxtapose against serious character crises. 
 
Drugs are a cornerstone of the characters lives, someone’s usually on something. 
 
Suits are bad, anyone in a suit is the enemy. Sometimes people get away with it ironically but 
it’s usually a bad call.  
 
Celebrities will pop in and out of the scene.  
 
Someone is always making dumb art. Supposedly, great things are happening, too, but that’s 
not the focus so we almost never encounter it. 
 
Dumb aphorisms appear as decor. 
 
“Superstars" have reductive, quirky names. 
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 BEAT SHEET 
LOG LINE 
Andy wants the gang to introduce a new “superstar” to The Factory and Ken creates something 
amazing. 
 
COLD OPEN 
INT. THE FACTORY/LOUNGE 
1) The gang, off camera, comments on all the new "hanger-ons" at The Factory. On camera, 
various people come into and out of focus as each main character describes them. Alice’s voice 
describes an “Uptight, mopey girl with anger issues. Probably doesn’t even want to be here but 
heard this was a great place if you wanna be hip or whatever.” Ken’s voice describes a “Blitzed, 
shifty loser who clearly comes from money but was probably disowned for being a dingus. I 
mean, look at him, what a disappointment.” Disco’s voice describes a “Foxy lady. She has it 
together. If flawed, maybe too cool? I’d hang with her.” Arthur’s voice describes an “Out of touch 
middle-aged drag who has no place at a hip establishment such as this! Ugh. Give up, man.” 
Starburst says, “Two words: Daddy Issues.” Reveal Alice, Ken, Disco, Arthur and Starburst, 
almost identical to the people they’ve just disparaged, irony completely lost. 
 
 
ACT I 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
2) Alice finishes up a full-body lifecast on a dude who keeps remarking that he’s uncomfortable 
and cold. Alice insists she’s almost done and that the dude will live on forever in the Factory, 
isn’t that awesome? 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/KITCHEN AREA 
3) Ken saunters into the kitchen area, spouting off to a random Factory hopeful. “I’m just saying 
why should we be limited to artist ‘vision’ when art embodies all the senses, man. ‘Artistic touch,’ 
‘artistic smell,’ I guess that’s it.” “‘Artistic taste’ is a pretty common phrase.” “Artistic taste? That’s 
dumb. Are you licking or chewing the art? Ew. Speaking of which.” 
 
4) Ken tries to grab some granola from the common area but Arthur stops him. “It’s your turn to 
clean up, man.” Pull out to reveal the communal breakfast table, covered in dirt, dishes and 
unmentionables. Ken gets despondent and huffy. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
5) Alice continues her lifecast. Andy *face obscured* swoops in, comments coolly on the lifecast 
(putting Alice in her head) and introduces his new "superstar”/”project” - a 
pageboy-haircut-sporting blonde guy wearing only briefs named Dulce. Andy says he needs 
someone “to show him around and make sure he has a good time.” Alice considers this but is 
busy. 
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6) Starburst, seeing an opportunity to undermine Alice/win Andy’s approval, rushes over. For 
someone with her makeup slightly smeared and an outfit constructed from little girls’ clothing, 
she’s self-assured as fuck. After echoing Andy’s cool response to Alice’s lifecast, she turns to 
Dulce and begins to volunteer. 
 
7) Alice see's the look in Starburst’s eye and interrupts her as she’s volunteering. They argue 
over who volunteered first for a beat while Dulce looks on, sucking on a lollipop. Andy honestly 
doesn’t care who shows Dulce around, so they both now have to. Alice looks panicked, 
Starburst gleams. As they walk away, Alice’s lifecast project whimpers for help. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/KITCHEN AREA 
8) Ken finishes cleaning up. Unsatisfied and churlish, he grabs a can of spray paint from the 
floor and spray paints the word "fuck" on it. Ken is pretty pleased with himself. People start 
coming over to grab food and comment on the “synergy between anger, sustenance and 
community” that Ken’s created. Ken is happy to boast. Disco doesn't get it but, kind of like an 
extraterrestrial scientist, wants to understand why everyone else likes it. 
 
9) Arthur comes back, hoping to find a clean table. Instead, he finds Ken, surrounded by adoring 
Factory hopefuls and a confused Disco. Ken’s slightly nervous Arthur will be mad but, once 
Arthur sees the table, Arthur can't believe he never thought to spray paint "fuck" on something 
before and storms out. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/MAIN AREA 
10) Act Out - Alice tries to talk art with Dulce but Starburst keeps interrupting. So she distracts 
Starburst by saying there’s a “rich old man over there” and sneaks Dulce away to start the tour. 
Alice asks Dulce some questions but doesn’t get a response. She comments on how shy Dulce 
is. Dulce nods and mutters something sheepishly in German, the only language he speaks 
when he’s not sucking on a pacifier or confection. Alice panics. 
 
 
ACT II 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/MAIN AREA 
11) Alice continues trying to explain complex artistic terminology to Dulce, who doesn’t 
understand a word. She pulls him along but he doesn’t want to go. He sits down in the middle of 
the studio like the muscly baby he resembles. 
 
12) Starburst comes back, angry she was mislead about the rich old man. Alice shrugs it off, 
“My mistake, maybe it was a fancy speed freak.” Starburst turns her attention to Dulce, pushing 
Alice aside. “Rich, poor, old, young- they all like me.” 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
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13) Ken’s fans carry the “fuck” tablecloth and table into the studio while Ken basks in the praise 
he's receiving. 
 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/PARTY AREA 
14) Starburst leads Dulce to the “party area” and tries to get him to dance. Dulce is unreceptive. 
He sees a man eating a Toblerone and gets weepy. Starburst convinces the man to give her the 
candy, which she then gives to Dulce. Dulce shrieks excitedly and starts dancing. Alice scoffs. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
15) Arthur jealously glares at Ken, who’s now laying on a bunch of cushions, surrounded by 
disciples. Disco, clueless as to why anyone likes the tablecloth so much, thinks out-loud. 
“Perhaps it’s just seeing a curse word on something useful, i.e. furniture?” Arthur immediately 
runs with the idea, making Disco promise he can take credit for it, because he was “thinking the 
same thing anyway.” 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/PARTY AREA 
16) Dulce cradles a cache of candies and shiny new pacifiers as he and Starburst make their 
way through The Factory. He happily rants in German. Starburst doesn’t understand German 
but "speaks a little French" which, somehow, is good enough. They speak Euro nonsense to 
each other, clearly not understanding a thing. Alice is jealous nonetheless. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
17) Arthur tries different curse word and furniture combos to no avail. To him, “it’s a numbers 
game” and he should hit upon something eventually. He kind of hits on something with an 
ottoman stenciled with the word “choad.” 
Since Arthur is trying to replicate Ken's tablecloth, Disco wants to know if he knows why it's 
"good." He doesn't. 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/PARTY AREA 
18) Act Out - After multiple failed attempts to get Dulce’s attention, Alice goes for plan B, drugs. 
She runs to her room and and grabs her stash, then runs back, tricks Starburst into thinking 
there’s another “rich old man” and offers her stash to Dulce. Dulce, excited, yells “Candy!” in 
German and downs the entire box. Alice’s eyes widen. 
 
 
ACT III 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/PARTY AREA 
19) Dulce continues chewing on Alice’s drugs before grimacing and spitting out some of the 
bitter-tasting pills. Alice begs him to throw up but can’t figure out how to say it in German. She 
starts miming but Dulce just takes it as an insult. 
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20) Starburst comes back, angrier than ever. Alice has no choice but to ask Starburst for help, 
and explains the entire situation. Starburst doesn’t see the problem, Andy said “show him a 
good time” so what could go wrong? 
 
 
INT. THE FACTORY/STUDIO CORNER 
21) Dulce begins to feel the effects of the drugs and goes on a rampage, eating everyone’s 
candy, destroying anything that is in his path. He comes upon Arthur’s “choad” ottoman and 
throws it out the window. Arthur freaks out.  
 
22) Dulce finally discovers to the lifecast that Alice was working on at the beginning and breaks 
the guy that’s been stuck in there out. “Thank you so much! I can finally breathe.” Dulce, 
thinking the lifecast guy is covered in white candy, tries to bite him. A chase ensues.  
 
23) Alice watches in horror as Dulce runs around, hunting the lifecast guy. She begs Starburst 
for help. Starburst lists off a contract that Alice must obey in order for her to convince Dulce to 
throw up.  
 
24) Alice tries to help Starburst remember how to say “throw up” and “you’re having a bad trip” 
in French or whatever language Starburst has happened to pick up from traveling.  
But it’s too late. Dulce overdoses and falls dead onto Ken’s “fuck” tablecloth. 
 
25) Act Out - Alice is distraught, fearing Andy is going to blame her for it. Ken watches in horror 
as his masterpiece is ruined by Dulce's dead body. Disco contemplates the beauty of death and 
art as they converge in this glorious moment. "Now I get it." Starburst is the only one freaking 
out about the dead body in the room, nobody else acknowledging the horror. Arthur is jealous 
he didn't come up with the "dead guy on tablecloth" idea first. 
 
TAG 
26) Andy can't wait to sell the "fuck” tablecloth for more money because it's now got "death" on 
it, a prized commodity. Everyone perks up hearing that he likes it, but he credits Dulce with the 
piece. Which is sort of fair. 


